Cutting Edge Solutions for tomorrow... today
Chaash, Inc. is an end-to-end software development and consulting firm supplying customized, cutting-edge solutions that are built using a collaboration of current and emerging technologies.

Content and Document Management
Chaash provides document and content management solutions to help organizations optimize their unstructured data. Chaash has experience deploying and customizing various COTS solutions including both Documentum and Filenet solutions.

Database Development and Applications
Using database technologies consisting of Oracle, SQL/MySQL, Sybase, Informix, and DB2, Chaash provides general database services including design, conversion/migration, data modeling, implementation and performance tuning and continuing administration services.

Custom Software Development
Chaash provides custom software development. Activities include system architecture & design, programming & coding, quality assurance & testing, and end user training & support. We are experienced in traditional and agile software development methodologies. Experience includes the following technologies: C++, Visual Basic, Oracle Developer Suite, Oracle Applications including database, financials and Human Resources Modules.

Internet Development
Chaash provides web development services in order to support various initiatives including Internet presence, e-Commerce, and web applications. Chaash has experience with the development and deployment of web solutions including:
· E-business solutions
· Enterprise Applications
· Messaging Solutions
· Workflow Applications

Our activities focus on all aspects of the Information Technology development cycle including:
- Staff Augmentation
- Requirements Analysis and Definition
- Prototyping
- Front-end design,
- Quality Assurance
- Quality Control
- System Architecture,
- Coding and Programming
- Testing
- Solution deployment
- System maintenance

Our consultants have a library of knowledge and skill sets ranging from analytical and process oriented, coding and development, network administration and infrastructure, and database administration and development.

The technical expertise Chaash can provide includes, but is not limited to the following
· Systems and Business Analysis
· Project Management
· Solutions Design and Architecture
· Systems Development and Maintenance
· QA Testing and Validation
· Recruitment and Staff Augmentation
· Custom System Training Programs

Software development occurs in ever changing environments within rapidly changing landscapes. What was en vogue or cutting-edge technology can be considered obsolete before a development project is concluded. Therefore many software projects are chaotic, code is developed and pushed to production environments without adequate quality assurance. In many cases bugs that should be caught in the quality assurance phase, are passed into production. When technology projects are completed without sufficient planning the design is compromised by the various shortsighted decisions that have taken place along the way.
Chaash, Inc. subscribes to the concept of agile development. Agile methodologies are a compromise between chaotic development and the bureaucracy of the strict and monumental methodologies. These new methods can be characterized as the middle ground between no process and too much process; they provide enough controls to be characterized as both reasonable and efficient.

ABOUT CHAASH

Incorporated in August 2001, Chaash is a small business and a woman owned minority business with SBA 8(a) certification.

Our valued clientele is diverse and comes from both from the private and public sector and includes US Government agencies and services, Pharmaceuticals, Manufacturing, and Service and Technology sectors.

Minority Woman Owned 8A corporation
NAIC Classification
541511 – Custom Computer Programming Services
541512 – Computer Systems Design Services
541611 – Administrative Management and General Management Consulting
541612 – Human Resources and Executive Search Services

SIC Classification
7371 - Computer Programming Services
7373 - Computer Integrated Systems Design
7379 - Computer Related Services (nec)/Computer Systems Consultants
8742 – Management Consulting Services / Administrative and General Management
Reach us via mail at:
14110 Gabrielle Way
Centreville, VA 20121

Please email us at:
info@chaash.net

Visit us on the web at:
http://www.Chaash.net

Our Focus

Systems and Business Analysis
Project Management
Solution Design and Architecture
Systems Development and Maintenance
QA Testing and Validation
Recruitment and Staff Augmentation
Custom System Training Programs

Our Expertise

Internet Technologies
Client Server Technology
Database Development and Applications
Systems Network Administration
Custom Software Development
ERP Solutions
Knowledge and Content Management Systems